
21 July 1971 

Dear Harold: 

Enclosed are dupes of the only items we have on 
the Bradley suits. 

Separately, dupes of what we have on Gervais, not 
much, I8m afamid. 

Also separately, a 90-minute tape of Thornley with 
Joe Dolan (about 30 mins) and another of about an hour with a 
KPFA interviewer, Harry 10611arel, in Los Angeles. Both were taped 
in the summer of 1966. The last three minutes of the Pollard 
tape is cut off. I believe what is missing contains nothing 
whatever of interest. Don8t return this tape. If the Thornley 
material is useless, use the 'ape for your own purposes. 

Some odds and ends: 

We have nothing on Francis Parker Yockey. I remember 
his case vaguely and at one tide may have kept some clippingd 
on 114, but if so they are gone now. I'll keep my eye peeled 
for anything further. 

In a 7/13/71 enclosure to David and Harris you 
mention an article Fred Cook did on the Miami tapes. Can you, 
at your convenience, jot down the publication and date ? 
Thanks very much. 

In my haste over the weekend I stupidly misdated one 
of three mailings to you as 17july71. It should have been 19j1y71 
like the other two, particuarly since it replied to yours of 
the 17th. 

On the China caper, the more we think about it the 
more we feel certain that the utmost importance must be assigned 
the fact that Nixon and Kissinger felt it absolutely necessary 
to come up with a fait accompli. A truly historic move has 
been started, regardless of motive. To back out now would be 
a disaster from the standpoint of national prestige and image. 
This is the real frustration for the right, and it will take 
them time to figure their way around it. It doesnat lessen the 
long—term danger to Nixon, perhaps especially to Kissinger, but 
makes a coup indavisable too soon. 

Equally important is the Chinese comprehension that 
they could not use America except through Nixon. 

Got to go to work. 

st, 


